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Derek & Jules Shenton own and operate Kaingo and Mwamba Bush Camps, which are situated deep 
within the most game rich area of the South Luangwa National Park. These specialised photographic 
camps are the epitome of eco-friendly luxury. Both camps are designed to transport you into the heart 
of the African bush without a single distraction. Expert guiding from Derek and his team, along with the 
diversity of habitat and wildlife, guarantee an authentic safari in unity with nature.



Kaingo Camp has six beautifully appointed chalets and is nestled under towering ebony trees on the banks of the Luangwa River. 
All are en-suite, boast an outdoor bathtub and private deck with uninterrupted views of the river and its wildlife. Central to camp 
life is a large open-sided dining room, with a lounge, library, and Kaingo’s renowned, ancient leadwood bar.



A few kilometres away is Mwamba Bush Camp, an intimate three-chalet camp 
offering total immersion in the wilderness of the Luangwa. Set on the banks of 
the Mwamba River, the camp enjoys shady views of waterholes and open plains. 
The chalets feature soaring skylights, and en-suite bathrooms open to the stars.

Kaingo Camp has six beautifully appointed chalets and is nestled under towering ebony trees on the banks of the Luangwa River. 
All are en-suite, boast an outdoor bathtub and private deck with uninterrupted views of the river and its wildlife. Central to camp 
life is a large open-sided dining room, with a lounge, library, and Kaingo’s renowned, ancient leadwood bar.





Whether tucked into a corner of the Luangwa River on top of a resident pod of hippos, hidden in the branches of an ebony tree 
above an ancient elephant crossing point, or anchored a few metres away from a colony of breeding carmine bee-eaters, these 
hides will not disappoint. 
 
These well-established blinds are a Shenton Safaris’ trademark, designed by Derek with the photographer in mind.



With access to such phenomenal wildlife, game viewing is the focus of all safaris with the Shentons. So much so that three 
activities are offered daily, including morning and afternoon game drives, night drives, walking safaris, trips to the photographic 
hides and visits to the ebony or baobab forests. All Shenton Safaris guides have an intimate knowledge of the area and years of 
experience to draw upon.

The game viewing area between Kaingo and Mwamba includes a diverse range of habitats. This is one of the reasons it supports 
such a huge amount of game and birdlife.
During game drives and walks with Shenton Safaris you will experience magical ebony forests, a number of ox-bow lagoons 
the largest being Fish Eagle and Pelican Lagoon, open grassland plains such as the massive Lion Plain, and cathedral mopani 
woodland. 

“An African safari how it really should be experienced. From the privacy of the hides 
to the hunting sequences by the Mwamba Lion Pride, was just the ticket.  
The Shenton Safaris’ Fan Club has just gained another excited fan.”

Andy Rouse star of Animal Planet’s “The Wildlife Photographer”.
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“One of the wonderful features of Derek Shenton’s camps is the network of blinds  
he sets up each year to allow close-up views of hippos, elephants, and other wildlife.” 

Frans Lanting, National Geographic.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Safari Lineage 
The Shenton family has a proud history of wildlife conservation in Africa;  
Derek is the third generation of Shenton conservationists. His grandfather,  
John Lindsay “Shen” was a warden in the Natal Parks Board; his father John Barry, 
was senior ranger in the South Luangwa National Park and the Warden of Kafue 
National Park. Barry demarcated the boundaries of Kafue National Park and was 
instrumental in the establishment of the Kafue NP.
 
Derek lives and breathes conservation in the South Luangwa National Park,  
he is on the Board of trustees of The South Luangwa Conservation Society.  
The Shentons protect a huge area of the park between and inland from  
their camps through active patrols, grading firebreaks and donations to SLCS.  
Derek is also an Honorary Wildlife Police Officer.

Road Grading
Shenton Safaris grades and maintains all the bush tracks in our area meaning  
a much smoother safari experience and better game viewing access.
 
Camp Out / Elephant Hide Star Bed
Enquire about our camp out options, either the bush fly-camping overnight from 
Mwamba Bush Camp or the romantic Elephant Hide night out from Kaingo Camp.
 
Private Vehicle 
For complete privacy sole use of one of our open game-drive vehicles can be 
reserved in advance, at an extra charge.
 
Conservation and Community
Shenton Safaris actively supports anti-poaching efforts within the National 
Park in conjunction with the South Luangwa Conservation Society, and equally 
contributes towards the local community through its involvement in Project 
Luangwa. Shenton Safaris was one of the founding members and Jules sits on 
the Board of Trustees for Project Luangwa.
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For more information 
about Kaingo Camp, 
Mwamba Bush Camp 

and the many activities 
offered by Shenton 

Safaris please contact 
us at info@kaingo.com

or visit 
www.kaingo.com


